
Ellistown Primary School

Our Behaviour Policy!



Pillar 1 

Consistent, calm adult behaviour!

We promise to treat everyone 

equally and stay as calm as 

possible when dealing with poor 

behaviour



Pillar 2

First attention for best conduct

We promise to try our best to 

ignore the children who aren't doing 

the right thing and focus on those 

of you who are doing the right 

thing!



Pillar 3

Relentless Routines

We promise to follow the behaviour

blue print carefully, so that you 

know what to expect if you or 

someone else is breaking a school 

rule!



Pillar 4

Scripting difficult Interventions

We promise that when we're talking 
to you when you are misbehaving we 
will try to use the same language 
with everyone, so that we can help 
you get on track quickly and you 
don’t disturb the other children too 
much!



Pillar 5

Restorative Follow Up

From time to time things will go wrong 
and you will be given a yellow or red 
card. When this happens we promise to 
give you chance to speak about it when 
you are calm. We will help you make a 
plan so that you can make better 
choices next time.
B



The Ellistown Way

Be Respectful

Be Ready

Be Safe

Be Responsible
 These are our school rules. There are only four so they are 

really easy to remember. When we keep the school rules 

everyone is happy and can learn well.



These are our characteristics for good learning. At Ellistown

School the children and the adults work hard to show these 

whenever we can!

 Perseverance

 Enthusiasm

 Concentration

 Kindness

 Teamwork

 Courage

 Resilience

 Listening



What happens when things go well!  

Team Points

If you do something extra special or impress us with 

your characteristics for learning you might earn 

house points!

Very very rarely someone earns 500 points for their 

house! That is a very special event as you can 

change the rankings easily and put your house in the 

lead!!

Every half term the house that wins gets a wear 

what you like day!



Star of the Week Certificates

You can earn a star of the week certificate for following the Ellistown Way by 

keeping all of the school rules, or by demonstrating our characteristics for 

learning.

Class Brilliant Behaviour Trophies

Each class will award a trophy every week to a child who behaves impeccably all of the 

time. Children in reception in year 1 will get to take a special teddy bear home instead of a 

trophy! When you win the trophy or teddy you get to attend hot chocolate Friday with your 

friends. Not everybody will win the trophy or teddy. It is only for children who follow the 

Ellistown all of the time! It is VERY special!



Class Recognition Board – Every class has a Recognition board The 

aim is to get your whole class onto the board. You can get onto the board by 

demonstrating the characteristics for learning and following the Ellistown

Way. Sometimes your teachers might set you a challenge, for instance they 

might say today you can only get on the board if you do good listening! This will 

help you to see what following the Ellistown Way looks like!

If all of the children get onto the board the class will celebrate with a big cheer, 

or a round of applause. We don’t get a prize for this. We are excited to work as 

a team and achieve something together and it feels good inside



Class Wheel of Fortune!- Each class has a ‘Wheel of Fortune’. When the whole 

class have been amazing and the adults want to celebrate this achievement, someone will be 

invited to spin the wheel for a class treat! This will only be for very special occasions when 

the whole class has gone ‘over and above’

Over and Above Rewards – Every day each class will give out 2 or 3 rewards 

(stickers or wristbands depending on the age) to let your parents know that you have behaved 

exceptionally. Your adults will be very clear about why you have earnt the aware so the other 

children know what they can do to earn one!

There are lots of different coloured bands to collect!

Can you collect the rainbow?



What happens when children don’t 

follow the Ellistown Way

 1) CAUTION – The adults will draw your attention to the rule you are breaking and 
remind you of a time when you have kept the rule brilliantly

 2) TWO MINUTES – you will lose 2 minutes of your break or lunch or be asked to 
stand out for 2 minutes if this is in PE or at break/ lunchtime

 3) YELLOW CARD – You will be sent to calm down for 5 minutes and think about 
your behaviour. Your adult will have a chat with you to talk about what went 
wrong and help you plan for it not to happen again. If you do not complete work 
in class because you are not following the Ellistown Way your work will go home 
and we will tell your adults what needs to be done. We are sure they will not be 
very happy!

Your adults will be told when you have received 2 or more yellow cards in a day or 
one red card. This will either be by email, phonecall or in person at the end of the 
day.



Straight to red.  Red card offences

 Physical violence

 Swearing or verbal aggression towards a child or an adult

 Racism

 bullying

 Homophobia

 Defiance/ rudeness

Your adult will be informed if you have received a red card. You will have a 

conversation with your teacher and Mrs Fellows or Mrs Davies to discuss what 

went wrong and to ensure that you know what is expected of you in the future.

Receiving a red card is very serious!


